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The Class of 2015 would like to dedicate this year's *Griffin* to both

**Mr. Will Speers**

and

**Mr. John McGiff**

Although their expertise lay in two different fields, their shared vitality, passion, and commitment to teaching mark them as role models for the both our class and the school.

Mr. Speers has been an exceptional leader and mentor for our class. As an English teacher, he has fostered a love for and deeper understanding of literature. As a member of the community, he has inspired compassion and kindness with his charisma and sense of humor. In our senior year, he lead the school with grace and humility as Acting Headmaster. And if that wasn't enough, he ploughed through days of inclement weather and unprecedented illness with a positive attitude and calm demeanor that never faltered. The picture of resilience, he stands as an example of leadership to our class. He has taught us that making meaningful connections can be as simple as a smile, a wave, or a flick of the hand at waist level.

Mr. McGiff has also been an essential presence during our time at St. Andrew's. As a visual arts teacher, an advisor, and the Co-Chair of the Arts Department, his commitment to the field has inspired our class and the school to tackle the world of aesthetics with fervor. He has encouraged us all to push our boundaries and create a few "monsters" so that we might grow as artists, thinkers, and people. His sense of humor keeps us laughing, while his encyclopedic knowledge of pop culture, literature, and historical events serves as a constant source of conversation. In addition to all of this, he grows alongside his students; he encourages us to broaden our horizons, while pushing his own artistic vision, constantly tackling new styles and mediums. For his genuine interest in our lives and well being, along with his positivity and support, we thank him.
IN LOVING MEMORY
OF
Peter D'Agostino

"When we love, we always strive to become better than we are. When we strive to become better than we are, everything around us becomes better too." - Peter D'Agostino
"A St. Andrew's yearbook does more than chronicle a year at school. It strains to express that this is an important place full of inspirational people, all brought together on a beautiful campus and united by a dream of enacting a good community that will teach us how to live generously and courageously in the world.

We are connected, both with the 300 students living today with the faculty and staff, and with the spirit of graduated seniors who showed us the way in their year of leadership. The Class of 2013, for example, did not live here with us this year, but their spirit and example lived on in all students and adults who were touched and strengthened by their lives.

Peter D'Agostino was one of the leaders in that Class who made an extraordinary contribution to the ethos and culture of St. Andrew's. He somehow understood in his two years with us that repeated gestures and expressions of human kindness shared with all, young and old, could work magic in a school community. He somehow showed us that leadership is not about the accumulation of individual accompaniment but rather an invitation to a life of purpose, collaboration, and humanity.

When we lost Peter this year, the very buildings of St. Andrew's mourned this loss, and we as a community were momentarily at a loss to know how to respond. But then we remembered; we shared stories, moments, conversations, little miracles that came through our friendship and relationships with Peter. We rose as one to fight more courageously and audaciously for a place, an idea, an aspiration that fueled Peter's soul. We remember him on this page and in our hearts."

- Headmaster Tad Roach
STUDENT
LIFE
OPENING DAY
Run
CAROL

Time to shout some carols.

SHOUT
Casino Night
FORMAL
Wounded Warrior Project

Hawaiian Shirt

Save a Life Uganda
Twin

Vestry, Communion Assistants and Acolytes

Young Republicans
Polar Bear

Ginger

Clubs not pictured...

- Sapphire
- Pipes and Drums
- Robotics
- Hip Hop
- Andreans Against Meathos
- Ethos
- Cardinal
- Mobile Tea Response Unit
III FORM

Top Row (from left to right): Akeem Martindale, Andrew McArthur, Alex Horgan, JiWon Park, Zach Ewing, William Tung, Tim Lan, Nam Nyugen, Lawrence Phillips, William Gray, Cooper deButts, Baird Tuveson, Robbie Turnbull, Quentin Abramo, Shridhar Singhania, Will Weaver


2nd from Bottom Row: Vincent Chen, Alex Cameron, Sam Mayo, Ayla Dhawan, Cindy Lay, Alex Hopkins, Clara Elizalde, Ryann Schutt, Noelle Yoo, Phoebe Shiffman, Tina Elizalde, Tina Taylor, Marissa Gonzalez, Stella Zhou, Catherine An, Dianna Georges, Abigail Hummel

Bottom Row: Jolie Chin, Gabi Conlon, Aaliyah Alleyne, Tori Tull, Kennedi Brooks, Dani Payne, Belle Dallam, Margaret Flynn, Isabel Austin, Annie Roach, Audrey Saliba, Cara McTaggart, Isabelle Mauboussin, Gillian Simpler, Francesca Bruni, Hanna Soulati
**IV FORM**

Front Row (from left to right): Brianna Adams, Grace Xu, Sarah Paton, Amelia Parrish, Kathryn Paton, Caitlin Cobb, Thuy Anh Duong, August Saguel, Hannah Sailer, Kaitlyn Foster, Jenna Popp, Meggie Luke, Isabelle Tuveson, Ruth Puryear, Marion Humphreys, John Paris, Keegan Pando

2nd Row: Reece Simposon, Colin Campbell, Colin Cool, Ben Baumann, Angel Bruno, Tiger Luo, Malik Velmar, Ese Edevbie, Nik Malholtra, Min Heo, Hannah Beams, Caleigh Johnson, Emma Marvil, Sydney Gyenge, Joycelin Farmer, Charlotte Berl, Kathryn Murphy, Theodora Simons

**Front row (from left to right):** Jessica Millar, Maggie Sternberg, Alexia Ildefonso, Alexandra King, Neely Egan, Brookie McIlvaine, Neva Richardson, Tristan Thomas, Kieran Murphy, Donovan Simpson, Abubakarr Kamara, Cai Johnson, Eleni Scurletis, Jenna Jaquez, Alec Huang.

**Second Row (from left to right):** Nathan Koski-Vacirca, Xander Geirsbach, Riley Shipley, Mason Sheridan, Caroline Fry, Delilah Harvey, Louisa Belk, Rooney DeButts, Jay Kang, Cole Loberbaum Katie Miller, Han Nguyen, Amanda Sin. Third Row: John MacArthur, Juliette Neil, Seal Turnbull, Smirti Kumar, Uche Amakiri, Kat Kornegay, Michelle Gao, Merideth Krebs, Isabelle Wilcox.


**Center Rear (Moving to the right):** Wit Keating, Sam Lee, Andrew Zaiser, Grace Egan, Thomas Linderman, Matt Baldeosingh, Karissa Kendricks, Anton Delgado, Sophia Torrence, Eden Rickolt, Camy Hines, Livia Wallick, Emma Marvil, Andrew Nolte, Millie Spencer, Exchange student #3, Ben Glenny, Sammy Nelson, Quin Scacheri, Anthony Lee, Garrett Hanrahan, Woody Johnson Cole Henderson
VI FORM


2nd to Top Row: Evan Zhong, Ted Park, Ben Cobb, Bay George, Oscar Merino, Charlotte Cece, Jordan Hamilton, Jordan Bonner, Anthony Holley, Eliza Wainright, Peter Stansberry, Morgan Hallow, Willie Maerov, Carbery Campbell, Brian Anderson


On the Ground: Carrie Priester, Lily Hain, Danica Danardatu
Faculty
New Faculty
LANGUAGE

Math
English

Admissions
Counseling

Health Staff
Religious Studies

College Counseling
SAINTS
ATHLETICS
Dear Friends,
We are so proud of you! Thank you for all that you did over the course of the season! Thank you for racing at Brandywine when we thought we were going to Bellevue. Thank you for listening to our beautiful voices. Thank you for all the track workouts with the color guard. Thank you for taking Counties with passion and positivity in the cold windy rain. Thank you for your stories, daily updates, and laughs during warm up runs, van rides, and pool workouts(...).
Next year we hope that Cindy Lay is still mad at Advanced Student Transportation, Alexandra is still dropping minutes of time, Camy is still telling us about Taylor Swift's new album, Katherine and Kathryn are crushing it per usual, Brookie has gotten over her anger at technology, trash, and people in general, Camille is still quietly looking for Chad-we see you, Juliette is finding dirty money on the ground, Gabi, Victoria and Lian have learned to love the cool down run, Belle and Ryann are still showing up to practice 20 minutes early (we love you and your enthusiasm!), Phoebe has found some warm clothes, Sophia, Sarah, Livia, and Caitlin are back at it, and we are all still jealous of Jessica. We love you all and go get 'em next year.

To the seniors,
Thank you for sticking with us over the past 4, 3, 2, or 1 years. We will miss Izzy's awesome toe shoes, Julie's unattainable level of effort, Monie's willingness to dive into anything, Anna's support and grace, Michelle's sprinting face, Cindy's hair that went into the fire, and Carbery's paradoxical hatred of All About That Bass and attack of hills (Florida? what?). Thanks for your "gift of a great effort."

Love,
Emma and Caitlin
Boys XC

This season was supposed to be a rebuilding year. With one returning varsity runner, a returning head coach, and varsity runners from each grade, expectations were low. But through hard work and grit, and, of course, pain, we finished the season as a serious contender in the state.

From our friends at Tatnall, Flanny and all, to our friends at Tower Hill, it has been a great season full of memories including: the tomato suits, belly flops, and imitations of coaches. We were a ragtag bunch of guys at the start, but by the end, we raced our asses off for each other.

And now, some quotes from the season:

Running here makes me want to bulldoze the forest - Jay Kang

I'm not afraid to lose my job - I will hit you - (The person who said this quote kindly asked to remain anonymous)

Oh f***, bees! - An unfortunately high number of people

When the going gets tough, don't go to pot - Mr. O'Connell

If you're not white, please sit down - Mr. O'Connell

Your shorts should be at least one thigh length above the knee - Connor Winiarczyk

Oh when the saints! - Ben Cobb
Go marching in! - everyone else

It's been a great season guys, and you'll tear it up next year. Remember, you have three more years to grind the Pepper!

Love,
Ben, Connor, and Chris
FIELD HOCKEY
It's hard to describe this spunky cast of characters, so we thought we'd go through each:

**Alex** - Next Generation Sprinter, carry the name with honor.

**Gillian** - Fastest, most terrifying corner flyer we've ever seen. The Deny-er was born.

**Hannah** - The Smoothie Queen! Thank you for keeping us laughing during practice.

**Meggie** - Head injuries are stupid… but while we had you, you were unstoppable!

**Isabelle** - Your drives were scary, but also so sexy.

**Smriti** - Your calm confidence on defense saved us so many times.

**Karissa** - you were a crucial midfielder and an incredibly hard worker. You made it look easy.

**Grace** - You nearly decapitated some people. But that's okay, because you cleared it out of defense, and for that we love you.

**Riley** - You were easily the strongest member of our team, mentally and physically. We want to recognize how hard you worked, the toughness and grit you brought to the field. CC <3

**Neva** - Thank you for all you invested in this team! Your desire to get better was infectious!

**Eliza** - You were always the most passionate player on field. You wore your heart on your sleeve and pushed us all to work harder for what we wanted.

**Liz** - You were a clutch playmaker. You caused maybe a million turnovers, and we could always count on you to stop a fast break. You're incredible.

**Emma Lea** - You were the backbone of this team. You were an indestructible sweeper, and saved us too many times. We love you!

**Melina** - Stunning, aggressive sideline runs were your trademark. We don't know how you did it time and time again but we loved it.

**Morgan** - You were the best goalie in the state by our records. Your blasé blocks kept us in the game every time.

**Coach Phil** - Known for his vicious wet willies ("We have now swapped spit Mlle") and his characteristic sayings ("gnat at a barbecue"), we love you for teaching us essential life skills like army crawling and mine skipping. Also your trivia on Princess Diaries kept us all on our toes.

**Duffy** - Hair flips and coffee grinders - nuff said

**Hurtt** - Thank you for all the drills you stole from your son's soccer team, and all your random hilarious moments.

**Mlle** - No words can encapsulate Mlle. But if we had to try, we would say she's the chillest, most badass Canadian we know, and she's great at making nick names. Thanks for four years. This season has been amazing, and despite our record you all have the potential to take the state by storm next year. We can't wait to see what you do! Thank you for making our last season so special.

We love you,

**Carrie and Lily**
To the team with the most heart: thank you for making this such an incredible season. Our three goals this season were 1 win a set, 2 win a game, 3 tenacity and we achieved all of them. To the sophomores: there is so much talent along with passion- we were the luckiest seniors to have been able to play with you this year. To the juniors: we know that you are going to do great things next year- lead this team to infinite heights. We wish you all more than luck in your seasons to come. Set new goals, break records, and leave each season better than the last. We wouldn't have wanted to spend out last season with any other group of girls. We couldn't be happier or prouder to have been captains of this triumphant team.

XOXO,
Karley, Jordan, Danica
BOY'S SOCCER

Boys, it was a memorable season. Even though it did not end as we had hoped, we should still be proud of our improvements as a team. This includes our 8 game winning streak and ability to persevere when the season looked rough. It was great being a part of the team and we look forward to seeing you guys grow during the upcoming years. Let's not forget what we accomplished this year. As a team.

Your Captains,
Stans, Ted, Carson, and most of all, with love, Spencer

PS. Congrats Mr. Carroll! The boys are proud.
SAINTS

Football

WE IN DA VAN
FALL IPs and MANAGERS
Organic Gardening

Thomas Berkowitz, Abigail Siders, Genisis Javier, and Will Imbrie-Moore
Boys' Basketball

The Varsity Boys' Basketball team has been a worthwhile experience. We’ve created long lasting bonds and experiences with our brothers in battle. One moment that sticks out is when Rock hit the game winning three in practice. No one expected him to knock it down but he did, and shocked the entire team. We have been full of surprises this year and people who you wouldn’t have expected to contribute, have stepped up to the challenge. We are going to miss playing with you guys, but we know that you will hold it down next year. We love you guys!

Jordan and Myles and Peter
To the ladies of SASsywolfpack, this was an amazing season full of hand washing, ball washing, and Michelle Kim. Justin~ your close ups and commentary on the game film is legendary. Abu~ your stat keeping is fan(s)ta(t)stic. Sam~ keep shooting the ball and keep up your sock game. Cherish these next three years. Camille~ YEET. Keep getting those 5 second calls, you’re going to be a killer point guard next year. Lynden~ your runs up the court= FIRE. You’re a true baller. Smriti~ You box out like you’re a moving company, get it? Cause you’re good at box outs? Hehe. Emma Brown~ KEEP THE FEDS OFF YOUR ASSpirations at being such a great player! You’re stronger than anyone. Krusty Krebs~ who lives in a pineapple on the court? Not you cause you’re a ballerrrr. Your ability to finish your shots will make you a key player next year. Olivia~ We’ve never met a player who is SO good, knows it, flaunts it, works it, and at the same time is still the best team player. Keep driving to the basket even if they foul the $#!+ out of you. Eliza~ we love your ability to really penetrate into the paint. It gives us pleasure when you swish the ball and it looks like a nice moist splash. Michelle~ according to my calculations, you’re the MVP of the team this year. We know we kid with you a lot, but the energy you bring is imperative to our success. MaeLing AKA Cottonelle ~ Do you ever feel like the first half of the game is, like, a dream? We do, cause you’re a dreamboat of a baller. You’re the holy trinity: tough, speedy and floppy. Wolfgang~ MEOWWWW. Costa~ Your guac, your no look passes, and your insults to the refs will always be remembered. Thanks for running sprints with us and giving us Pro-tips you learned while playing for the Wizards that made us instantly better.

Ms. Hamilton~ oh wow. What do we say? Thank you for four years of the being on the best team at St. Andrew’s, and the best team we’ll be on in our lives. As the SASsywolfpack Alpha, you’ve taught us so much more than basketball over these four years. We love you. And to the team as a whole, if you decide to get snap off pants next year, send us a pair. We love you all dearly and you are going to kill it next year. Expect to see us at some games next year! Long live the SASsywolfpack!

Sincerely,

Deathly Hallow & Nurse Buckets
The Gurus

Captains

Boy’s
Squash

Boys,
From the Lord’s prayer
to increasing the
margin, from 450 star
jumps to Blair girls,
from kind of success
to total success – it’s
been a great season.
Whatever you do,
trample for us next
year!
GIRL'S SQUASH
Dear squish squashers!
Here are some things we learned this season: 1. Don’t piss around in WAYWA. 2. There is a difference between being good and trying hard. 3. Mr Millman loves the JoBros. 4. Stay busy. 5. SQUASH IS SURVIVAL. The beginning was well you know... but we have really come together as a team and are much better than Buffalo Seminary in more ways than one (cough cough sportsmanship). Can’t wait for next year! We love you, Brooquelle and G-racé.
Hey Girls!
We are so proud of you! We loved watching you tear it up in the pool each and every day. Thanks for being positive and dealing with the cold trek over to the pool (Generaux Aquatic Center goin' up on a TUESDAY.) From Mr. Crimmings diving into the pool with his clothes on to Mr. Samulski's gangster hip-hop playlists, we've enjoyed the experiences we've had with you guys. Literally kill it next year—we are so proud of all that you've done and all that you are going to accomplish.

And now for some party (wait, what?) words:
We beat you at eating ice cream at Charcoal Pit but we still love you anyways.
And now for some parting words:
Eat more food and don't go sledding.

LOVE YOU!
Emma, Carbery, and Carter

Boys,
We cannot describe how amazing this season was for the three of us. With the largest team in our years here at St. Andrew's, you provided us with the intensity, the excitement, and the joy that every team strives for. But you provided us with so much more. You provided us with the sense of a family, a reason to push ourselves in those long sets, a reason to step out of our comfort zone every day.

Each and every one made a huge contribution to this team, and allowed for this season to be so successful, with a 9-1 record and a DISCS Championship. From the first meet of the season to the last, it was an honor to call ourselves part of the St. Andrew's Swim team. You all have made this experience one to remember, and we could not have asked for a better team to spend those long, cold, winder days with.

Your Senior Leaders,
Jay, Chris, and Liam
Go Saints!
Wrestling

Ben Cobb
Garrett Hanrahan
Avi Velluchamy
Amanda Sin
Andrew Zaiser
Brando Leggott
"Pain is weakness leaving the body"
- The Marine Corps
Mock Trial

"Recusatio, vestre honores"

We really burned up the competition this year. Each lawyer and witness worked hard to master the case materials and present an adept interpretation of the case. Through all the Friday night practices, doubled dress rehearsals, and scheduling uncertainties, the team stayed together. All of our work paid off when we made it to the semifinals and held our own against one of the best teams in the state. Some highlights: that awful French accent, all the bad fire puns, Judge Sunshine, Mr. O’Connell and the homeless woman, “My calculator wouldn’t lie to me,” chewing gum in court, various pronunciations of Merteuil, and Thursday dinner trips to Jake’s and Friendly’s. To Cindy, Colin, Juliette, Rachael, Victoria, and Preston: you guys are going to kill it next year.
Forestry

Isabel Navarro, Min Heo, Ben Baumann
Featuring The Good Doctor, Dr. McLean
WINTER WORK-OUT

MENTAL TOUGHNESS
BE YOUR BEST REGARDLESS OF CIRCUMSTANCE
SAS
ARTS
What is the difference between a rocker and a jazzman?

A rocker plays 3 chords in front of 3,000 people.

A jazzman plays 3,000 chords in front of 3 people.

Batman, all the instruments sound out of tune to me...

It don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing.

it's called JAZZ!!
ORCHESTRA
Choral Scholars
'Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Art is knowing which ones to keep.'
-Scott Adams
Ceramics, Painting, and Drawing
DANCE
“It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good fortune, must be in want of a wife.”
The Winter Play Presents...

Pride & Prejudice

Featuring...
Ben Glenney
Kathryn Murphy
Juliette Neil
Moniher Deb
Danica Danardatu
Tiffany Cabrera
Aija Cave
Hugo Hentoff
Miller Marray
Sally Madigan
Kiara Campos
Miles Turner
Adam Gelman
Alex D’Allaird
Dianna Georges
Jessica Millar

and directed by
Emily Pressman
Welcome to the Jungle
The Ground Floor

Audrey, Jolie, + Alex

Tina + Phoebe

Tori + Francesca

Catherine Dani

Annie + Isabelle

Victoria + Lian

Cara, Dianna, + Abigail
THE CANOPY

Kennedi + Isabel

Aaliyah + Tina

Ayla + Gabi

Alex + Hanna

Sam + Gillian

Margaret + Stella

Cindy, Clara + Ryan

Marissa, Noelle + Belle
A TYPICAL NIGHT IN THE JUNGLE...

After study hall, Tina T. starts to check people in. Clara shows off her onesie while Noelle plays All About That Bass on the ukulele. Sam can be found writing the latest chapter of her book. Gillian is texting her boyz, Kennedi is yelling down the hallway, and Dani is looking for some kind of band-aid. Marissa is wearing something animal related and awesome, and Belle tries to keep their triple in check.

As we yell out, “Brush and Wash”, Ayla dreads the walk upstairs. Alex H. is already nestled into her top bunk with her head peeping over the side and Francesca and Tori are basking in their cool blue lighting. Tina E. is putting something magic on her face, while Audrey wanders with a purpose and Cara hides in someone’s room. Margaret wins Brush and Wash and Jolie sasses her way through it.

Lights Out time arrives and Isabel needs to fill her water bottle. Abigail shows us videos of octopi and horses while Dianna yells at her. If you look around, you will see Catherine playing with her high tech alarm clock, Aaliyah still wearing jeans, Stella reading Stephanie Meyer, and Gabi listening to music. Downstairs, Isabelle and Annie are trying to stall the seniors for as long as possible. Lian still waits for Victoria to clean her side of the room. Upstairs, Cindy freaks about something that isn’t scary while Ryann makes it worse.

After Lights Out, Alex C. and Hanna’s light is still on and Phoebe politely asks us to be quiet. In the common room, Madeline is giving massages and Aija is making puppy chow. Caitlin is singing us Chinese songs. Carbery is glaring at Michelle while she eats her soup. Liz is off washing her hands and Charlotte is either sleeping or reading sketchy books.

Living on dorm this year has been absolutely fantastic...and crazy, chaotic, fun and hilarious. We can’t wait to see what you all will do and we love each and every one of you.

To our wonderful, amazing, loving, caring, wonderful, amazing dorm parents: You helped us create the fun, healthy, and safe dorm we wanted to live in. You supported us through more than we could have asked for. Truly, you all were parents for us this year.

Love,
Your Seniors
Men of Hillier

Left to right
(1st): Liam Batson, Pranav Singhania, William Nichol, Jordan Bonner
(2nd): Will Weaver John Mckee Andrew McArthur, Alec Barreto, Quentin Abramo, Lawrence Phillips, Brando Legot
(3rd): James Doucette, Ji Won Park, Mac Nicholson, Jelani Joseph, Akeem Martindale, Roger Broussard
(4th): Evan Chiu, Tim Lan, William Tung, Evan Murray, Baird Tuveson, Nam Nguyen
"Flemming" • Housemasters • Robbie Mooning • Cold Showers • Izzy's Cramps • Ben-ha-meen • Liam's Computer • Cockroaches • The Dorm Pet • Dylan Twerking • Knitting • Awkward Urinals • Midnight Bathroom “Breaks” • Spinning Wheels • Failed Dorm Themes • Man Talks • Flamingoes • Raisin Bran • Hissing • Cookies • Dog Hair • Soccer • The Plague • Quarantines • Broken Couches • No Chocolate • Milk • "Heavy" Workload • 10 O’Clock Bedtime • Vincent's Inconvenient Phone Calls • Happy Feet • Always Guess Christian • Meeshach • Styling Hair • Bow Ties • Jarred's Snoring • Ice Queen • Basketball • "CHHHIIIIIIILL" • Lollipops • Greasy Doorknobs • Wiccans • Will's Seaweed • Zach's Basketball • Cooper's Unused Bed • Axe Bombs • Late Lights • “You'll get sleepovers next week.” • Brisket • YAAAS • Dodge Ball • Goldfish • Filling Up Water Bottles After Lights Out • Early Morning Horgan • Zach's Tissues • Robbie's Wrestling • Cooper’s Rants • "GET OFF MY BEDDD" • Vincent’s Allergy To His Bed • Jarred’s Fear Of Mice • Dylan: The Strongest Vegetarian We Know • Mini Ice Bucket Challenges In The Showers • “No”- Rosa Parks • Broken Vacuums • Plugged-In Fridges • Marks?
Coughs are no Joke
MOSS VEGAS AND
You have all made this year amazing. You all are completely and utterly insane, and we love it. From freestyle rapping in the common room and dance parties in the bathroom to goodnight stories and playing consequences non stop—we couldn't have asked for a better dorm. Thanks for everything...stay crazy.

We love you.

xoxo Your Seniors
"I don't like to pop bubbles. I like to watch them; they are such a good metaphor for life." - Wendy

Overheard on Moss

"I'm trying to think of non-inappropriate bun puns"
- Emma Lea

"Mr. Edwards, may I take a selfie with you?" - Caitlin

"You know that I don't like people-touching" - Carter

Julie: "I hate I Biebs"
Emma: "Shut up"

"I can't find my Qur'an!"

"I'm not paying $40 for sweatpants unless Jesus touched them." - Caleigh

When I work out I feel like I deserve to eat more. But I want to end that cycle...so I don't work out.
- Tiffany

Amelia: "Carter, I'm so thirsty!"
Carter: "Well, you're gonna need a man for that..."
Ms. Hagenbuch
&
The Baum Boys
VOORHEES

Just above the law.
K

Dorm
Thank you Maggie for always making things incredibly awkward

Thank you Camy for your common room concerts

Thank you Riley for filling our freezer with Chocolate Therapy

Thank you Amanda for your crazy stories

Thank you Meredith for your sassy-on-point comments

Thank you Jessica for your unexpectedly delightful music taste

Thank you Alexia for being the sweetest, and having the most amazing smelling shampoo

Love,
Your Seniors
Welcome to L!

Millie + Neely

Neva

Mason

Isabelle + Juliette

Jenna + Karissa + Smriti

We love our Olympians!
thanks for being awesome

Lots of Love to our Leaders -
Bae Caught Me Slippin’
Brought to you by the sleepy
beauty queens of Mein

Eden likes to sleep on her side, with her eyes closed. You know, like we all do 😌

Apparently not all of us need our eyelids shut... Han must be an extraterrestrial

Meanwhile, Morgan makes faces of baby saints; she also seems to have this crossed arm on chest thing going on...

We dream sweet dreams like Eleni, Katie, and Caroline. Not to mention beauty sleep is super important!

Eliza’s first positions are a perfect counterpart to Morgan’s cross. Notice the lights are on, her eyes vigilant—seems like you wouldn’t be falling asleep anytime soon!
Who said sleep is only for the nighttime? We can fall asleep on the bus back from an away soccer game, or on the common room couch in the process of decoding “The Secret Scripture,” like Melina and Cindy....

Mr. Finch will be very proud indeed, Michelle, though the opportunity cost of going to Econ class is debatably very very high.

Hooley, our very own sleepy the dwarf and narcoleptic

Olivia #freethenipple #feminisM

Hallie, sweet dreams... about Ted

Elie and her twelve thousand pillows!

The Upper Triple in the Wayy Back always got the most SWAAG

Keeping it Classy Guys
The (SHER)WOOD
Senior
LOST ALONG THE WAY

ONE WAY
Words will always fall short to describe how much you two mean to me. I won the greatest lottery of life: finding the most hysterically funny, kind, understanding, and chill friends one could ever have. I know I can always count on MCM. You GET ME. I can think of an arsenal of inside jokes & beautiful memories: Illegal sleepovers, do you wanna go to dinner? You wanna go? You’re Grace! Needing clasped to see the eclipse, chicken cordon bleu, papa Johns Vietnamese, braving the dark for Friendly’s, Skipper Chapel, Three Seats in the library, Party in LHS, Hours at AmeriPlaza, the Asylum, Telepathy, It’s fudging four dollars! Exploring the woods, “silly Girls” (Thax Gretchet), Hoodie Allen, Howie Day, Babysitting Clive, H. Physics (DOTX3), Diptych, Basketball, Bets, Making Videos for IAGd, the Tiger outside the window, Kitty, Polly, Annabel Hunger PEM, Lemon Meringue pie. It’s lemon SP get it right. Ed theme song, Peacock, Intellectual Bullying, Dishize, Pandemic, Asking Out Mr. Tassott, Fudging Ludicrous, Kemper in the Chemistry Lab, PUNCHING HUNTER, my sugar cookies, AJR, Legendary Streak, Winter Long Weekend, “Why are your boots so muddy?” Robocop Chick-Fil-A, Turks Academy, Wrestling ROOM DRAMA, Ramen, Seaweed, opening cans, Pudge (like rabbis), “I’m the most innocent person...” I’m actually pissed, Macbeth, confronting Aaron, skinny dipping, Red Bull, MAN PEPE = Doeeeens!?! AMOS 4A, #NERD UP, NORTING, DOMINATRIX, HOLY TRINITY SAS – it was more than magic, it’s been real as heck. You will be my compass no matter where I go. Thank you for all the laughs, lessons, love, and the opportunity to be the happiest I’ve ever been. Rddy – you gave me strength and wisdom in incredible ways. Melina, you are the shit. ILY and I’ll miss you so damn much. Emma, Lea & Emma – our triple was a place of peace, positivity, and pure awesomeness. Love you guys! Chris & Evan – you guys remind me what true friends are.

Keep your winner statuses! Shout out to Meliz, the swim team girls VUX team (and preseasont), GC, mondays muffins, Bagels, Asian Affinity Group, SAM – Remember when? Fun stuff! To all the paths I’ve walked on this campus (literally & metaphorically) & my classmates who led me to them. To my family, to whom I owe everything. Love always, Cindy.
I have too many things to say and not enough space to say it all. There are so many people who have helped me to become the person I am today. I have been inspired and captivated by the friends I have made, the laughs I’ve had, and the endless trips across the Gully. Mom: You are the strongest person I know. I love how you only accept the best I can offer and nothing less. You deserve the world because you tried everything in your power to give it to me. Grandma: You are a strong, proud woman and I love you for the support that you have always given me. Aunt Quita: Your wisdom, love and care for me have fueled me to be the person I am today. Thanks for teaching me resilience. I love you. Tomika: I appreciate your determination to be there for me regardless of what is going on in your life. I love you. Godfather: Thanks for the lectures. I know you care and I love you for it. T. Myers: Thanks for taking me under your wing. Your office was home to lots of emotional growth. Thanks a million. Mrs. Duprey and Ms. Treva: Thank you for being a voice for young women like me on campus. I couldn’t have done it without you two. B. Devine: Thank you for the years of advising. You have been a large part of my life and I love you to pieces. K. Lazar: Living on this dorm has been extraordinary. Thanks for two great years. Prof: You’re the best and I will always be Coronita in some capacity. Netflix: Thank you for starting the next episode without me having to ask. You’re the bestest. Aija: You emit love. Your hugs are legendary and your pure heart has been a blessing these few years. I love you. Charlotte C.: You are beautiful inside and out. I share your disdain for the patriarchy. Stay classy! Anna, Emma and Karley: This is the best dorm on campus and you guys made it this way. Thanks for the support. Girls of L Dorm 2014: Yes, I love you guys. Now get into your cells, inmates. FB6MOEOEB and Catcher: Love yall. I can’t imagine not having my boys with me. You all were the brothers I never asked for but got blessed with anyway. Jordan B.: You have become like a brother to me and your support is priceless. I love you. Myles: You’re a that. It’s ok. I love you anyway. Jersey Roy. Livia: I might go outside one day just because you speak so highly of it. JeHamPoHom: You are a beautiful soul. I want you to know that you always have me by your side. Chef Ray: Those muffins are bangin. Jen, Murph and Kelly: You guys are saints. Ms. Tammy: Thank you for keeping your eye on me these past few years. I appreciate it. Ben: You bring joy to wherever you are. - Songbird. Mr. McSiggle: Thank you for showing me the artist within myself. Mrs. Johnson: Thank you for being a watchful presence on campus. Your support has been priceless. Assata Shakur, Angela Davis, Maya Angelou, Eric Garner, Amadou Diallo, Tamir Rice, Kimani Gray, Troyvon Martin, Malala Yousefzai: To you all, and those that went unnoticed, I owe my indistinguishable need for revolution and justice. Thank you. To Anyone and Everyone: Your life is your own, live it to the best of your ability. You are worthy and you will be fine in the long run.

A final thank you to you all for allowing me to grow as a human being, discover injustice in the world and find my way through it. I am a better person because I’ve known you all.
Aija Lily Cave
St. Andrew’s School, Class of 2015
“The music is all around us. All you have to
Do is listen” – Mom and Dad, you have given me the
The world, but more than that, you have taught me how to
Give back to this world, and for that I could not be more thankful –
Estoy viviendo la vida – Girls of Pell don’t get too crazy…actually…Go
Ahead! – “Wherever you are, be all there” – Mama Taylor, I may have been a Pain in the butt, but I want you know that you helped me find my voice, and you taught me how to play the role of myself. I will always love you and thank you!
– Jordan, the quad is going strong! – Squad, roll out! (Love you Tiaral) – “I want to know About these strangers like me” – Whiz and Mrs. Brownlee, you taught me that I am Worth it and that I deserve to be the best version of myself – “I, myself, am entirely Made of flaws, stitched together with good intentions” – Maya, thank you for choosing St. Andrew’s. You have been the most amazing role model! – “Two worlds, one family” – Girls Collaborative, define yourself not by what the world sees in you, but by what you See in you – “Don’t hate what you don’t understand” – Karley, I am the luckiest person To have met you – “and now that you don’t have to be perfect you can be good” – Mr. Geiersbach, you taught me not to simply play music, but to love it – Alphonse You will forever be my music partner in crime! – “Seek to be worth knowing rather Than well known” – Madeline, you are the most generous person I know, and for That, you deserve the world – “Once a year, go someplace you’ve never been before” – Charlotte, and if the band you’re in starts playing different tunes, I’ll see you On the dark side of the moon” – Tiffany, you have taught me more about the World and about myself then you could possibly know. – “It seemed… such Nonsense inventing differences, when people, heaven knows, where
Different enough without that” – “My mission in life is not merely To survive, but to thrive; and to do so with some passion, Some compassion, some humor and some style”
– Maya Angelou
i love you all so much.
sally- miss you always my TSU partner/attached at the hip sister, i love you carrie- picklin, pickles, carol, sit! stay! don’t leave me i love you morgan- i love you muffin team for life holley- ready? i love you. you mean so much to me olivia- i love you more i love you most not possible danica- YOU DO YOU because its working i love you grayson- the sweetest human being. lucky me for knowing you. i love you lilly- munchkin keep ROL. Fing till you fall on the ground. i love you will- you can brighten anyone’s day. i love you myles- thank you so much for the amazing tours i was accepted! i love you jordan- my bestie, ill always be your baby turtle. i love you carson- pickles stay cuddly i love you eliza- im so glad we became friends this year my gf i love you nick- i always got your back, call me write me text me, i love you pranav- never leave me stay authentic and genuine. i love you caitlin- rooms for life i say stuff to you i couldn’t tell anyone. i love you for it luke- keep your jaw relaxed! keep on amazing me. i love you matt- i hope our paths cross in the future. i love you
class of 2015 i love you so so so much
you HAVE to keep in touch eleni, brookie, uche, luke, andrew, jessica, donovan, cole l, cole h, julliette, kieran, sammy, garrett, michelle, ruth, isabelle, kaitlyn, thuy anh, jenna, meggie, francis, ben, min, nick, hope, august, lian
i couldn’t have done it without you ms. crowley, mrs. chiu, ms. phelan, mrs. fritz, ms. mcgowan, ms. smith, mr. carroll, mr. robinson, mr. foehl, mr. dickson, mr. mastrocola, mr. speers, ms. kerrane, ms. reedy, mr. hoopes
mom, dad, graham and piper- i love you so much, thank you for always believing in me, and making me forever the weirdo that’s too obsessed with her family
MillMurr
HMU

Can Do Odd Jobs
706-726-9632
millermurray@comcast.net
Live Every Week Like It’s Shark Week
-Tracy Jordan
Class of 2015, I loved doing life with you guys for the past 4 years. Thanks mom and dad for making this all possible and to Hammy for being one heck of an advisor. Thanks to Spence for being the best friend I could have ever asked for. To the quad and squad, thanks for being weirdos with me and for the memories that I'll never forget.
I hope this page isn’t the only mark I’ve left on St. Andrew’s. I’m a little bit nostalgic already. I have a lot of feelings about this place. Like… a LOT. But mostly for the people here. So, thanks for letting me be my weird, slightly inappropriate, cackling self. I know it’s naïve to think that there is ANY other place in the world that will accept me the way St. Andrew’s did, but I can only hope that there are more people out there that somewhat understand what goes on in my weird brain and won’t run away as soon as I open my mouth.

I’m moving out, not moving on.

KMVC: You have made me who I am. I hope that, even if I haven’t recognized it yet, you know that you pushed me in ways I didn’t know I could bend and turned me into one of the Wild Geese that Mary Oliver promised me that I’d be. Thank you for existing and existing so close to me. I love you.

In no particular order.

**Midnight Snack:** You corrupted me were the best roommate I could have asked for. Love you.

**Melina:** You are the most appropriately inappropriate person I know, and I love you for it.

**Liz:** I will never get tired of you. Ever.

**Ellie:** You’re the (girl)friend that I didn’t know I needed. **Nick:** You were always there, when I needed you and when I just wanted you around.

**Emma:** LONG LIVE THE DUNGEON.

**Chris:** It’s been real, buddy. **Peter:** You deserve so much. **Prans:** Couldn’t have done this without you.

**Alphonse:** I don’t even want to sing without you. **Miranda:** Thank you for letting me be there for you and being there for me. **Brian:** Briawn. We’re so platonically in love that it hurts me.

**Hugo:** Our weirdnesses are compatible. Love you. **Evan:** You’re the best brother I could have chosen.

**Rock:** Marry me. **Chris G:** Thank you for letting me debrief my entire, manic life.

**Miller:** I love you. That’s mostly it.

**MS CP CG GA MK CJ CL WM KM JJ AGM The Class of 2015**

You were my best four years

-Eliza
Madeline Raphoon Wood

Charlotte: Thanks for three batsh*t crazy years. I’ll always remember the nights before the SATs, when you were possessed, your Spanish musical soundtracks, weird sleeping habits, and teo families. Alja: Thanks for keeping me grounded and for all the late night mac & cheese. Carter: May Zac Efron always be with you. Matt: Lana wishes she had as much talent as us. Thanks for keeping the GAI alive. Keep in touch. Holly: For all the quotes, application help, and long distance, transcontinental calls from Spain. Miranda: Do you love me? Could you earn to love me? Charlie: Keep it weird. Mary: Ice skating, bowling, and How I Met Your Mother. Nick: I hope our DMCs continue. Keep me posted on your life. (I’ll probably be the same as mine). Ben: Chairs at breakfast freshman year. Evan: Always check your pepper shaker tips. Izzy: Childers’ dog costume and the experimental sophomore year triple. Connor: Night tennis and poker. Chris: Thanks for the spontaneous Brown (classroom) workouts. Emma: Lea: Our “smashing” gingerbread house. Grayson: You taught an atheist how to usher. Julie: For all those Saturdays when we (you) thought of things to do. Tiffany: For all the late nights spent shopping at Tiffany’s. Hallie: I love our random chats about life. Anna: Thanks for sharing all the puns and music. Kristen: That weird day in Latin class with the accents. Fell Senior: Thanks for all the nights of potluck food, Truth or Dare, and sketchy “literature” readings. Living with you guys was definitely a highlight of my senior year. Girls of Fell: Take a deep breath. It’s OK. It’s not as bad as you think it is. Alphonso: Vermont, walks, the days when they made minivans, and taking 45 minutes to order take-out. You’ve given me “so much.” Thanks doesn’t begin to cover it.

Thank you, St. Andrew’s
“I don’t know what’s going to happen to me. But I do know that I’m going to be a good person who cares about people, and I blame you for that.”

-Eric Matthews, Boy Meets World

Thanks you SAS and everyone I’ve met here for making my three years here, the best three years of my life.

-Carter
If this were an English paper the title would be: ____________________________
by J o r d a n H a m i l t o n. My spirit animal is a ___________. Mr. and Mrs. Roach went on that "SABBATICAL" is ____________, Hailey is a ____________ ________, and I love her. The "gang" name of my sophomore year quad was the ____________, and we had a hand sign to show we were serious. Michael Alexander ___________ tea bags. Hayward and _____ Patty were _____________. Jourdan _______ donating a crew shell to St. Andrew's was funny, because the coxswain would have to yell “HANDS ON THE ___________”! This was also the reason why Dave Myers refused to call her by her last name at crew practice, so I got nicknamed _______ instead.
Christopher Gisel is absolutely _____________. Aija Cave had a burn book in the _____________ grade. The first time Tiffany and I went into the woods to throw eggs at a tree, we saw a strange man with a _____________. Team _____________ Drop vs. Team Avalanche. ____________ was the first person to leave St. Andrew's from our class. I _______ Pranav with the heat of a thousand suns. Matt Gore _____________. Mrs. Roach hates the word _____________. The difference between Will and Willie is _____________. In ten years Carbery will be _____________.
When Myles visited St. Andrew’s he sat at the _____________ table in our chemistry class. Karley teased Rock with a ____________. Rooney, Emma, Taylor, Karissa, Uche, Olivia, and Brookie are the ____________ underclassmen. The RL on annex sophomore year was _____________________ (Abigail Smith or Morgan Ricketts). The first horror movie Julie ever saw was _____________. Senorita Smith set off the fire alarm making me ____________ once, and I had to go to founders in a towel and rain boots. If Mr. Hyde liked you he was _____________. P-Dags _______ the second Mean Girls movie. Danica was obsessed with _____________. and thought Emily Claytor was _____________. Carter and Sam Cochran _____________. Diana’s strip name, given by Ramsey, is _____________. Freestyle Fridays ended because Tom said “I ____________ on your ____________”. During a F reeday announcement, Mr. Roach took a kid’s _____________. after checking his email. “WHAM” is the name for Mrs. _______ and _____________. Before every crew race Liz has to _____________. He sat off at ____________. Freestyle Fridays, Charlotte sang me _____________. songs as lullabies. I got in an argument with Ms. Beblo over _____________. because it was tested on animals. Peter _____________. built a fort in the woods. If Duffy was in charge _____________. would happen. Mr. O’Connell found some students eating a _____________. in the woods. Conor said _____________. Carson broke his face and Miranda broke her _____________. bone. It took _______ years to get Madeline and Alfonso together. Holley’s favorite animal is a _____________. Morgan had a pet _____________. named _____________. that she kept under her bed. The first day of bio class, Mr. McLean played _____________. sounds. Ms. Demers always wore _____________. with _____________. when she was on duty in the dining hall. Brandt quoted _____________. for our freshman year prank in the dining hall. Liz _____________. will always be my senior girl crush. Three senior guys sang _____________. by Taylor Swift to ask Lily, Anna, and me to homecoming. Charlie Scott threw _____________. sauce out the window during a fire alarm. Erika and I sang “___________” by the Cheetah Girls in volleyball practice. Phil says _____________. when we ask him where he goes when leaves SAS for work. _______ Amakiri used to sing “Call Me Maybe” out his window. Our class was known for playing _____________. after our first Frosty Run. James said our class needs more _____________. in his speech for class president. The class of 2015 _____________.
________________________________________St. Andrew’s, and that is why you should thank us.
Thanks guys, its been fun.
-Hallie
"If ever there is tomorrow when we’re not together ... there is something you must always remember. You are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think. But the most important thing is, even if we’re apart ... I’ll always be with you”

- A. A Milne, Winnie the Pooh
Thank you, you magical ethos unicorns you.

Type to enter text.
THANK YOU TO:

Thank you to Curtains, Pirates, Kiss Me Kate, & Godspell. To Mama Taylor, the rest of our cult, and to everyone else who ever did the Musical. Keep it going :)
— Mamma Bat Turtle

To the original Single Squad, Carter get smarter days, Frozen, my kitty-cat roommate, and all my lovely wonderful darlings. Stay perfect.
Salbae - you are my rock. I loved our late night convos about life and I'll miss being able to talk to you through the wall everyday. Carrie - I love our late night dance parties and I wumbo, you wumbo, he she we wumbo; it will forever be the carrie and i bby play all day, all day. skinny abs flat 5eva. Ellie - thanks for giving the best hugs and forcing me to do things that you know are good for me. Mason - meltdown mondays & clueys are what got me through senior year tbh. Ramsey - you're my silly little muffincake soulmate and I love you to pieces, rafisfla, thanks for understanding me. Olivia - the patrick to my spongebob thanks for keeping me sane sophomore year. Dandan - none the fluff down is all I can really say. Karlz - I still have the video of our "Get up don't from freshman year - money - thanks for being the best person to koala. Please - don't find a new favorite ginge in college. Yes - thanks for senior photoshoots and saying the lord's prayer (nuff said). Day - you are the strongest person I know. I hope your senior year is painless (nuff surgeryless) and that you kill it on and off the field. I don't know if I could have gotten through my injuries without you. Nick - SHE STILL LOVES ME MORE. Mattie G. - I can't wait to tell people that I knew you before you were famous for your films. too many cooks. Brandt - thanks for being da best producer homie. Chris - christoff, christof, chrishhh I can always count on you to text me; just to say hi. Mrs. Lazar - I will forever think of you and J dorm when I hear the song I love college. Rak - creepily waving at you gives me a lot of joy. swankynelsonica - I still have pictures of you with makeup on. Luke - next Steve Jobs? Bernadette - thank you for getting me through the tough times, always encouraging me, making me eat until I feel like I'm about to burst, and just giving me a lifetime of life lessons. I love you! cardaddyfresh - we had fun. I miss you already. Pransiebeart - I'm gonna miss you're lucious hair and soft scarves. Mr. Speers - I don't know if you remember this or not but when I was out for surgery you sent me this long list of movies and TV shows I should watch and it cheered me more than you'll ever know. Mr. Potter - thank you for letting me lie down on your couch and watch TV during study hall the night after I tore my ACL sophomore year; I was in a bad place, and I needed that time just to wind down. MOSSMOSS, Kristen thanks for supplying me with those addicting sugar cookies at 2 am. August - your existence just makes me happy. Al - thank you for helping me through both my ACL injuries, the reason I am still able to play sports is because of you. I will never forget our quality bonding time EVER YOU ALBERTA. To the class of 2015 - I love you all to the moon and back. If I had more room, I would write something for every single one of you. I can't sum up my love for my friends and the people at SAS in this one page. Honestly don't think I could even sum it up if I had the whole yearbook to do so. St. Andrews has hosted some of the best and worst moments in my entire life, so thank you for both and for teaching me resilience.
CHEERS

Thank you: Grayson, Holley, Carson, Karley, Jordan, Anna, Olivia, Ramsey, Nick, Hugo, Miller, Hannah, Diana, Francis, Nik, Ben Mason, Camy, Alexia, Cooper, Shridar & the Finsta Fam

With a special thanks to: Danica - my other half
Ellie - thank God we get sick on the same day 😂
Carrie - I would've owned you in middle school 😂
Will - you're certifiable. Myles - tiny frog son
Maggie - I'll only say it once... I love you
Morgan - Shocker I adore you 😍
Pranava - "Sally you should marry that boy"

to my best four years
Connor-I hope that you know that I think you are the best. Liv-Thanks for being weird with me. Kristiana- You are a fantastic human being. Willie-Be nice, I love you. Luke- I hope that we can have lots of adventures together in the future. Currie- Study buddies for lyfe.. Ellie-I love you. Nick- Thanks for accepting me. Dearest Emma Lea- I will never forget you. Hey. Liz-Thanks for putting up with me.

Emma-I wouldn’t have wanted to spend that much time with anyone else. Not that we had a choice. You’re pretty great though. Alexandra- Ayyyyeeeyy will always love you. Thanks for always being there. Mommy, Daddy- I love you — much *∞. Thanks to you most of all.

Mr. Everhart- Thank you for solving all my problems even when they weren’t real problems. Mr. McGiff- Thanks for pushing me to see the world in new and infinitely exciting ways.

Caitlin

Porrazzo

Thank you Mr. Porter, Ms. Pressman, Ms. Burk, Mr. McLean, Mrs. Hutt, Mr. Tower, Mr. Gilheany. 老师- 我爱你。

谢谢你们。

Cross Country- We believe in you so much. Have fun out there. The Bates, Natty Mo, The Hutt- Thanks for making the spring so pleasant. Pell-You all made this year so much fun, take advantage of the next three years- they’re going to be great.

Crayon, Mitch, Christopher, Will, Miller, Chris, Jay, Carson, Anna, Madeline (how’s it going), Eliza, Aija, Matt, Julie, Juliette, Brookie, Louisa, Neely, Grace, Rooney, Gracie, my Pretzels, and everyone else, I love you all. Annie-You are awesome, call me anytime, I love you. Class of 2015-You guys are the best. Thanks for these four years.
SASoy Wolf Fack:
I believe that one day you will all be masters of the famous no-look pass. Playing with you guys is the light in the middle of the dark and dreary winter. Keep fighting. Ms. Hamilton:
Love you all,
Friends Tall, Short, Fast, Slow, Purse
Loud, Quiet, Young and Old:
Thanks for late night poppy chow, golf cart getaways, Cooper Cup victories, study hall adventures, laden sits, quad time, and never going a day without ten laughs.

Liz Grabis
Class of 2015:
Your picture takes up half of this page for many reasons. Eating dinner with you all is the highlight of every day. Love you guys and thanks for everything.

Chescho:
I have enjoyed literally every note we have sung together. Keep doing great things and eating squash bread. Mr. Costa, thank you for developing my love for choral music.

My Teachers:
Thank you for teaching me how to learn and how to lead. I hope that there will be a duplicate of each and every one of you at college next year.

The Animals is the Jungle:
Thank you for making my senior year my favorite year on dorm. Stay happy, stay healthy, and love every minute you have at SAS. Thank you to our wonderful dorm parents and my fellow seniors/mates.

May we all stay as joyful as we are when we bite into Ms. Freasman’s derby pie.

The Grabis:
Thanks for your love, support, and the time you gave me at SAS. Thanks for being the reliable fans at every event ever.
Connor, Ted, Alphonso, Chris, Miller, Evan, Mary, Charlie, Hallie, Carter, Brandt, Madeline, Jay, Liam, Ryan, Victor, Orianna, Zaiser, Brando, Nolte, Garret, Danny, Bowditch, Christian, Coach Carpenter, Mrs. Chiu, Coach Phil, Mr. McGiff, Mr. Brown, Duffy, Mr. Porter, Ozzy, Mr. Tower, Mr. O’Connell, Coach Price, Primo, Mr. Desalvo, T-Paine, Mr. Myers, Mr. Burk, Dr. Johnson, Mrs. Reddy, Marshall, Mrs. Hurtt, Ms. Treava, John, Gary, Mr. Finch, Mr. Crimmins, Mr. Goid, Marmie, Oma, Opa, Mom, Dad, Caitlin and Heidi

Thanks for a great four years, it wouldn’t have been the same without you. Even after 4 years of St. Andrew’s english, I cannot put into words the unique ways that you each enhanced my time here. I will never forget any of you.

Sincerely,
Ben Cobb
Alphonso – Thanks for the memories: forts in the woods, open mics, and Magic games. You are a great guy, and it was awesome to call you my friend.

Ben – I’ll never forget those countless Magic games and philosophical talks we had. Thanks for rooming with me for two years, even though I couldn’t teach you guitar or how to be organized.

Brandt – Ever since the day we toured together I knew we would be friends. Working with you as jazz co-presidents was awesome, thanks so much.

Connor – You are one heck of an awesome guy and I hope that we can keep in touch. Maybe we’ll run into each other some Friday night in the future.

Charlie and Anthony – It was great having the two of you right next door. Thanks for making dorm so much fun to live on, next year won’t be the same without you guys.

Chris – I wish I had spent more time with you earlier, you have such a great unique personality. You’ve been such a great influence on me and I doubt I’ll ever meet someone quite like you.

Evan – You were a great roommate and an even better friend. Good luck with Summer, even your parents are backing you.

First Echo Hill group – Thank you all for making my second day at St. Andrew’s so easy and comfortable. Echo Hill was a blast thanks to you guys.

Hellie – Thank you for always being there for me when I needed you. You made life so much better with your laughter that would never fail to make me smile. Thanks for pulling me through to the end, and remember, I love you.

Class of 2015 – Thank you all for the last 4 years, you guys made SAS special and I couldn’t have asked for anything better.

Jazz band – You guys are a great group of musicians and I loved being part of it all the way. Don’t look back and keep going forward.

Soccer team – Soccer is great no matter what, but it gets even better when you have a great team. Shoutouts to my fellow seniors: SP, PS, CL, MM, JJ, BA
Emma Lea Wheeler

THANK YOU, ST. ANDREW’S.

If good things lasted forever, would we appreciate how precious they are?
—Colin J. Haynes

Special thanks to Mrs. Fitz, Mr. Edwards, Mr. Everhart, Senior Miss Moss, and the class of 2015.
Thanks for sticking with me...

Thank you St. Andrew's

Mr. Everhart - thanks for all that you do for me.
Ms. Hamilton - thanks for everything else.
Mr. Spears, Mr. Porter, Mr. Friskt, Mr. McKeef, Girls XC - you guys are the best!
Thank you for being there always.

Hey Eliza - I'm always thinking about you.

Mr. Friskt, Mr. McKeef, Girls XC - I beat you next year... we will pound you!

Morgan, Tatum, and everyone else...
Thank you for all your hard work.

Carrie, don't know what I did and many of my classes got screwed.

I can't imagine not every day and I'm looking forward.

Carrie, Caron, not really a bit.

Do we hold?

113 - post

Mr. MPT, HF, LH, ED, SM, CD, RC, MD, CC, DO, DL, IN, and Mxos.
Thank you all for making my two years here feel like four.

I didn’t forget you guys: Anthony, William, MG, SM, DL, HM, DS, UA, MVO, TT, DH, BG, MV, EE, MV, ZK, CS, BA, JF, GJ, KB, KF, JS, JJ, JSJ, IS, Ms. Duprey, Ms. Treava, Tony, Rell

Myles Stephens
Nick Mayo

What is the meaning of life? That was all — a simple question; one that tended to close in on one with years. The great revelation had never come. The great revelation perhaps never did come. Instead there were little daily miracles, illuminations, matches struck unexpectedly in the dark; here was one. – Virginia Woolf’s *To The Lighthouse*

| Caroline | Thank you for being there from the start. We're not sisters just best friends (but we are sisters)! Ellie | Excelsior will always be waiting for you. It's all love, its only love. Smads | You are my life idol. Let me be your life. Tripod lives on that Middletown | Starbucks | Kruz | You are my Mr. Darcy. PS: I will stand outside your window (Hobo for life). Lily | Thank you for being my inspiration through my palsy injury, and for showing me true strength on field. I am so thankful you were my co-captain! Car | I can't even describe everything you mean to me, but I love you a lot. Pickles | Alpha | Alex | We were the single greatest sister pair ever. I love you to death! Henrayah | Marry | Me

Nick

Comsca

Sam | Thanks for letting me invade your family and be a part of Nutella Team 6. I love you way more than Nick | Cat Lane | I will never ever forget freshman study hall with you | Brian | Friends On | Carlos | Our love has no words. It is simply perfection! DanDan | For Spanish with Prof, for making my day more Fabulous with your face, for laughing at stupid things I say, for cracking with the team, you're the absolute best! Hastings | Thanks for keeping me sane and for putting up with me. I am still going to call you from college. Oh, and thanks for indulging the most ridiculous advisory ever ever! JR | Thanks for meeting us. Crazy 8 | Emma | Your stories are stunning and I will treasure you birthday card for life! Hannah | Your love of milk inspires me, and your weirdness keeps us all on our toes in the most delightful way! Grace | You are the most beautiful/kindloving person I've ever met and I am honored to call you my friend! Camry | You can make me laugh harder than anyone else, and I love you for that! Margaret | Our late but perfect addition. Thanks for never killing us! Hope | You are my life. Keep working on that over-the-head-fingers-touching trick thing! Camille | Thank you for being the normal one.

All My Love and Gratitude to:

Hannah | For making my day brighter | Luke | For making me laugh | Ali | For keeping me alive

Papa

You got me through these last two years. Thank you, for everything! Riley | Crip Crew. Don't call it a comeback, we've been here for years! Liza | For being yourself and playing lacrosse with me | Rock | I for loving me! Spencer | For your quiet love and that one time you smiled at me | K Dorm | For always being the best, every single one of you! Monlie | For staying up late with me! Julie | You're BEAUTIFUL! Hollis | For squirrels, laughter and memories. Thanks for being my roommate.

Class of 2015, Making History
THANK YOU SAINT ANDREW’S

MOM AND DAD | I DON’T HAVE ENOUGH SPACE TO WRITE ALL OF THE WAYS THAT I AM THANKFUL FOR ALL THAT YOU HAVE DONE SO I’LL JUST HAVE TO SETTLE FOR | LOVE YOU BOTH | ALEX | YOU WERE MY INSPIRATION TO GO TO ST. ANDREW’S SO I THANK YOU FOR THAT AND FOR TEACHING ME THE LESSONS NECESSARY FOR MAKING IT THROUGH | PAPA | THANK YOU FOR MAKING K A HOME

CLASS OF 2015 | I WOULD NOT HAVE WANTED TO GO THROUGH THESE FOUR YEARS WITH ANY ONE ELSE. I WISH YOU ALL THE BEST | CARRIE (DARCY) | RAWR! | BRIAN | WE MAY HAVE HAD OUR UPS AND DOWNS BUT YOU’VE ALWAYS BEEN MY FAVORITE. LOVE YA MAN NICK | THANK YOU FOR PSYCHO-ANALYZING ME AT EVERY POSSIBLE CHANCE YOU HAD. CALL ME IF YOU JUST WANT TO CHAT | WILLIE | OH SO MUCH REGRET | EMMA LEA | THANK YOU FOR BEING MY SISTER WIFE | CAITLIN | YOU ARE A WONDERFUL HUMAN BEING. I JUST WANTED TO MAKE SURE THAT YOU KNEW THAT I ANNA | THE EXPERIENCES THAT I SHARED WITH YOU WERE LIKE NO OTHER. THANKS FOR BEING THERE WITH ME | EMMA | THANK YOU FOR BEING WHO YOU ARE. IT IS FAULTLESS | JAY | THANKS FOR THE PROcrastination TIPS. YOU MADE STUDY HALLS FUN | MADELINE | THANKS FOR BRINGING SANITY TO MANY SITUATIONS | CHRIS | I ROCK ON IN ALL YOUR TEXAS GLORY | PRANAV | I PURE CLASS | HENRY | I BET YOU DON’T EVEN KNOW HOW FABULOUS YOUR HUGS ARE

MRS. ZENDT | THANK YOU FOR SEEING ME THROUGH THE UPS AND DOWNS OF LIFE AT ST. ANDREW’S | MS. FURLONGE | THANK YOU FOR YOUR HILARIOUS COMMENTS ON DORM AND YOUR DEDICATION TO ME IN CLASS | JESSICA AND ALEXA | I PUTTING YOU TWO TO BED WAS THE HIGHLIGHT OF MY TUESDAY NIGHTS | ABIGAIL AND SAMANTHA | THANK YOU FOR BEING THE BEST LITTLE SISTERS I COULD HAVE HOPED FOR. CALL ME IF YOU EVER NEED ME I SHOUT OUTS TO ROCK | ALEX | CAMY | AMANDA | ETHOS
FG LAB BTA MR. COSTA JWS PAPA & AMMA CHS SHS FRESHMEN NM MH JB MTG CLG CP KB

Beyond

“a person is as what they love”

–WALT WHITMAN

MR. SPEERS EW RES CHS ED SM MR. & MRS. ROACH WON CJC TGB JDD MS EZ BABAJI & DADIMA

Those that are unmentioned are unforgotten. My memory fails me and I have failed you, but know that I love you.
FOR the BOYS

It has been a truly great pleasure. Thank you all. Cheers.

br_andersen
Thanks to everybody who made my fou years at SAS.

All the boys from South Central, Mr. Costa, Twinnamon, Bananna, Hollz, DiDi, Pranz, Eliza, Mazon, Noxontones, and all my ChoScho kiddies.

Love Y'all
A big thanks to all of the people who have made my time at St. Andrew’s possible, enjoyable and memorable. Thank you to my parents, Peggy, Carroll, Mastrocola, Terrell, Hutch, Al, and the class of 2015; I am grateful for all of the support you have given me during the past 4 years.

Special thanks to: Spencer, Melina, the men of Schmolze 2013-14, Ted, Carson, Oscar, Andy, Grayson, Diana, Holley, Eliza, SWAG, and most of all the crab people/south central for all the funny and exciting memories you guys have given me. I couldn’t have asked for a better group of friends. South Central for life.

Shout out to the future men of SAS: The Guch Boys, WG, EM, JD, DS, RB, SL, CL, BG, PT. Stay safe
Shout Out To...

Tiffany, you are one of my best friends at SBS and you were always there whenever I needed you. You were so much and hope we continue after we graduate. XOXO

Jordan, you are one of my closest friends at St. Andrews and I love our friendship. We got each other's back at all times. Have I love your sweetness and a great time at Wesleyan for me and lets continue next year and love you this relationship after this year. too's

Anthony, I love you sooo much whenever I talk to you I always end up having a great time. You are one of the people who talked to me and was so friendly to me on my first year at SBS. I'm going to miss you next year and hope we continue our friendship after graduation.

Pan Don, you are so beautiful and a nice friend/senior-mated at Mass. I love talking to you and will miss missing you next year and hope we continue our friendship after graduation.

Honey, you are the sweetest guy I know at this school. Love when you help me carry my laundry. LOVE YOU BAE XOXO - your only one.

Myles, I guess you're pretty cool. JK you always listen to my complaints and I appreciate it. You are one of the funniest people I know and although you always make fun of me, I will miss you.

Donovan, you are the nicest guy I know. That's why I know at school. I love you. You make me happy being in the same advise, and are a really good friend.

Jett, I really miss you but really enjoy hanging out with you and sharing the study room with you. When you are so fun and make fun of me during basketball practices.

Izzzy, you are my favorite freshman and I care about you so much. I'm happy that you are my son and I love you tons. I will miss you and will always remember you guys.

EmmanLee, I love annoy you and talking to you. Credit to have you as my friend ugly lady. XOXO

ossip
Thank you to all the people that made my time at St. Andrews so great. Thank you to my Mom for always being there. Thank you to Mr. Fritz, Mr. Hammond, Terrell, and Tony. Thank you especially to Mrs. Chiu, I couldn’t have made it without you. You have been someone I could always depend on. I Love you.

South Central: I wouldn’t have wanted to spend these four years with anybody else except for you guys. You guys made these the best years of my life so far. SOUTH CENTRAL!!!

Thanks Mike for just being a great friend. You a one of the best friends anyone can ask for.

Thank You Charlie for being a great roommate for 3 years and an amazing friend for 4.

You kept me going when I would just rather quit. I Love You Kaitlyn. SAS would have been impossible without you. I’m happy you into my life when you did. You changed me for the better. 11.11.13

“When I was child, I talked like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I became a man, I put the ways of childhood behind me.” - 1 Corinthians 13:11

Thanks for helping me grow into the man I am.

Mom, Ma, Tone, Lisa, Rell, Roach’s, Fritz’s, Poarch’s, Samson, Fagan, Bradley, Speers, Ramillers, Mom, Marques, Jasmine, Marissa, Myles, all my little brothers and sisters, and most importantly God! - Jordan Bonner
Thanks to everyone who made this experience great and everyone who helped me get through it.

BA BJ DH PS SA OG CJ DW GO RB UA TT MV EE MV ZK JS J MID S GA CG EZ AGM GJ LJ CS JF KF CJ NF HS VS TJ EB ED SM AS JS PD KN SP JS TL RD BG TM KB SM CM MK KN JH DD AH WN MG HM

Tony Alleyne, Al W. Joshua M. Mrs. Chiu Kassy F.
Jaivon Terrell M. Stacey D. Treava M. Profe Mark H.
Mike Cola.
To my underclassmen girls — cara, jenna, meggie, thuy-ahn, ruth, isabelle, toveson, theodora, hannah, walter, belanna — just some rules to live by for the rest of high school life:

1. Do your squats.
2. Eat your vegetables.
3. Wear what makes you happy.
4. Don't let boys be mean to you.
SPECIAL THANKS TO: MRS. FRITZ, MR. EVERHART, MR. McCLIFF, MS. FAGAN, MRS. HURST, MR. HAMMOND, MR. DICKSON, MS. FULFORD, AL, MR. MEIER, MS. CRAWLEY, MRS. ZENIO, AND, ABOVE ALL, THE CLASS OF 2015 - LET'S GO CHANGE THE WORLD. #makinhistory xoxoxoxoxoxo

HOLLY, despite being “so different,” you are like a sister to me. I’d never want to eat cheese and fancy crackers with anyone else. WILLIE thank you for always being there. I can’t imagine the person I’d be without you. I love you so much. MADALINE, I’ll always be able to count on your excellent taste and unwavering reason. OLIVIA, you inspire me every day and can always make me laugh. WILL, you’re incredibly genuine - I’ll always admit that about you. KRISTEN, thank you for always pushing me to be my best self, and I can’t imagine how lucky I am to have you in my life. CRAYSTON, punks out, ISIS haters CARSON, you’re fantastic. Stay spontaneous. LILY, the Lord’s prayer will never be the same. JAMES, you’re one of the most honest humans I know. CHRIS, I know I can always be myself around you. PHOEBE, you’ll go far. I believe in you. SALLY, you’ll always be my Troy. EMMA, you make me a better person. BEE is always funnier after 11:30 at night. BEYONCÉ pronounced “Truca” QUAN, soul-sister-in-laws MILLIE, bagels always taste better at 7:30 in the morning on your birthday. CAROLINE, my study buddy - hold the fort down next year. OSCAR, you’re a brilliant person. I’m lucky to call you a friend. CARRIE, I’d switch beds with you any day. OLIMPIANS, you’re all amazing people, stay that way. BRIAN, MYLES... but? AUGUST, love you, buddy. FELIX, you’re the best brother. I could ask for ELENA, our jam sessions are some of my most favorite memories. MATT, idle. I think the bold thing may be growing on me. PETER, you are so sweet! I’m so glad you’re being a part of these 4 years. LUKE, you’ve taught me so much about myself. Thank you. NATTYM, our tenacity will never be matched. MAURYS, you’re a fantastic person. Only child. COIN, if you can somehow see this, we had some great times. Love you more than you know. FABS, despite you only being here for 2 years, my best memories of the last 4 years are with you. May you always be happy. Thanks for being there. Incessant to say... generous, supportive, you have done more for me than I respect. My favorite room had some great ADYKCI, ED, NE, BG. Chronicles. 28:30. MOM: PEARL

and to everyone else, thanks for being a part of these 4 years, and here’s to many more. Love, Anna. **

Dope

BAKE
St. Andrew’s— you people have given me more than I can ever repay. Special thanks to the following but love to all of yall. XOXO
He once lived in a single and a double: in the same year...

He has played every instrument in the Orchestra...

He has done drawing, painting, acting, and photography: just for fun...

He holds the record for starting the most clubs: in his Freshman year...

He was one of the members of the Few and Proud of Schmolze...

He was the very model of a modern major general...

He is: the most interesting man at St. Andrews...

Brandt G. Bates
I’d like to thank everyone who has helped me become the man I am today. I can’t thank all of you enough.

“What lies in front of you and what lies behind you, pales in comparison to what lies inside you”
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

“Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail”
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
Thank you to all the people who have helped me get this far.

A special thanks to Mary, Anthony, South Central, Miranda, Carter, Diana, the Quad/Triple, the Crab People, Mr. Speers, and Mr. O'Connell.

Good Luck to NM, BB, AB, MT, JJK, CUCH, and Mac Nicholson
Bay George

Finding a place where you can truly be yourself is rare and incredible. St. Andrew’s is where I grew up and I am so thankful for every moment.

It was weird, it was fun, it was life changing.
THANK YOU

-Andy
Thank you St. Andrew’s for allowing and encouraging me to become the person I am today. St. Andrew’s is, indeed, a special place, but it is the people that make it so extraordinary. It is these people that I owe so much and that I most want to thank: Grayson, you are my rock...you listen to every insane thing I say without judgement, chiming in on occasion to remind me that what I’m saying or thinking about doing is crazy. We’ve had a great four years and I’m to miss you bud. Carbery, you’re my soul mate and our relationship never ceases to amaze and confuse me in the most wonderful ways, but I know that no matter what or how, I will always love you. Stay crazy. Jordan, I love you like a brother because you are and I’ll miss being your roommate, but this isn’t goodbye. Carson, we’ve had a lot of good times and here to many more. Pranav, I love you dude and I’m going to miss living with you. Morgan, btw we are still running away! Stans, we’ve had some good times and I’ll miss you bro. Myles, you may look like Timon, but you’re my bro and I’ll miss you. Ellie, I’ll always remember Allie’s house and all the fun we’ve had, but this isn’t really goodbye, after all, we’re basically neighbors. Sally, you’re the only person I can share my weird jokes with and I love you, thanks for caring about me and laughing at all my jokes, regardless of whether they are funny or not. Olivia, your crazy and I love you. Holley, I know I’m mean sometimes, but you know I care about you. Matt, you’re the funniest guy I know and I’ll miss you. Karley, I love you and I’ll miss our heart to hearts. Freak Nasty (Danica), I admit that you are the real Freak Nasty. Dede (Diana), you’re a good friend and even though I sometimes pretend to hate you, I’ll miss you very much. Mr. McGiff, you constantly remind me not to take myself too seriously and I’m grateful for that. Thanks for being a great teacher, I’ll miss you. Willrob, you’ve kept me in line and I’m grateful for that, but most of all I’m grateful for all you’ve taught me about being a man, which is far more than I could’ve learned in any classroom. I know I laugh at you a lot, but I do look up to you. We’ve had some good times and I look forward to many more. I love you man. Mom and Dad, I haven’t forgotten you. You have made all of this possible and I am so grateful to you. I still feel guilty about abandoning you four years ago, but you know that you are still the people I owe everything I am today to and I love you so much! Also, shout out to all my Freshmen, my boys Henry & Willie, and everyone else who knows I will miss them!
Alphonso Benjamin Ramirez

“A true hero is not measured by the size of his strength, but by the strength of his heart.”
- Zeus, Hercules

“Why do we fall? So we can get back up again.”
- Thomas Wayne, Batman Begins

Ted: Open mics, Prom asks and countless other stunts, and here we are. Thanks for all the adventures, and for teaching me how to take risks.

Connor: Your creativity knows no bounds, and neither does your desire to use it on the student body. Thanks for making life on Voorhees interesting.

Ben: Slow and steady wins the prize for the most fulfilling life! Thanks for making every night “Friday Night Magic”.

Miller: The Coca Cola tree, anime and late night cram sessions are memories I will keep forever. Oh, and the clutter...

Brandt: You have brought out the weirdest in me, and for that I am eternally grateful. “AH1UvY0u”.

Madeline: My Cherie Amour, I could describe all the ways you have made me a better person, but I would need a book.

Aija: My beloved wolf. I hope that our passion for music brings us together again someday.

Chris: Hustling was a blast! Let’s find the nearest pool table and do it again sometime.

Mom, Dad, Julio and Vanna: I will never be able to repay you for all you have done for me. Thank you.

Kristen: Yearbook has been a memory in itself. I’m glad I got the chance to do it with you.

Bill Hu: Keep composing. You’re on your way, even if you don’t realize it.

Vincent: I’m sorry I wasn’t more present for you, but you didn’t really need me to show you the ropes, did you?

The Noxontenors: The time has come for you to hold your own! I have faith, though. You should too.

Eliza: If only we had started singing together sooner. Being melodramatic was fun.

Ramsey: I wish we had more musicals to do together! I will miss our chemistry on stage. Thank you.

Evan Z, Charlie, Mary, Hallie, Julie, Charlotte, Anna, Liz, Carter, Grace and Neely, Sophia T., Rachael, Nathan, Quin, Sammy, Vincent, Cindy Lay, Mr. Geiersbach, Mrs. Taylor, Ms. Kerrane, Mr. Hoopes, Ms. Ramirez, Mr. Crimmins, Mr. Speers, Mr. Meier, The rest of the Noxontones, Voorhees, The Cast of Godspell, and the Class of 2015.
Thanks to everyone who made this the best 4 years of my life, including but not limited to: Pranav, Matt, Thomas, Brian, Chris, Evan, Caitlin, Emma, Carbery, Willie, Neel, Morgan, Carrie, Ellie, Will, James, Nick, Ted, Andy, Francis, Patrick, Olivia, Michelle, everyone on Voorhees, and more others than I could reasonably fit in this text box...

Thanks to everyone I got to work with on SWAG, the Solar Task Force, Environmental Stewards, GSA, the Discipline Committee, Voorhees, all the classes I took and everywhere else.

Email: 1@baukin.com  
Phone: (509)613-6656  
@lukebaumann  @lbaumann
It's Been Real

Thank You, St. Andrew's

Matt Gore

Pranks: Here's to the past four years! Thanks for always being there for me when we had our DMGs at 3 in the morning. Thanks for being such an amazing president. And thanks for never revealing Carlos to the general public. We made it dude! Stay classy.

Luke: SWAG was such a hassle, but I'm glad we suffered through it together. Also, let's make a pact to never cross-dress ever again.

Garbery: We make a better team than Drake and Nicki. Words cannot express how amazing you are. The past four years were a blast with you always there for me. I love you. Cardboard!

Morgan: Thanks for always being on my side. You were one of the funniest people on SWAG and I promise I'll visit you every now and then. Stay salty.

Will: Thanks for being the craziest, sassiest, most eccentric friend ever.

Myles: Thanks for making fun of Will with me. I'm gonna miss our late night cyphers on Hiller.

Brian: Thanks for being one of the chillest guys I know. The past three years with you were a blast!

Chris: Thanks for being such a welcoming guy. It was great reliving on Fleming with you this past year. I wish you all the best!

Thomas: You've always been so much fun to hang out with. You're one of the smartest and most insightful guys I know. Stay pretty.

Connor: Please do stand up. That is all.

Jenessa: I'll never forgive you for killing the fro, but I must say, it was a fun three years with you.

Madeline: You were the best Film partner ever! Not only that but you're one of the smartest and most artistic people I've ever met. Don't ever change!

Peter: Thanks for keeping South Central alive.

Melina: 12/1/12 ILY so much.

Nick: Congrats! You're my last surviving roommate. But all jokes aside, thanks for being one of the nicest guys ever. You rock, dude!

Mike: Thanks for being the chillest guy ever. It was fun rooming with you freshman year. Miss you, man.

Ben: Keep doing great things, man. Just promise to stay away from Jaseen.

Brandt: I feel like we have way too many inside jokes between the two of us, but that's alright.

Die Potato! Patrick: I'm pretty bummed that you couldn't come back. But I'm so proud of you and what you've been able to accomplish.

Patry! Reck: Thanks for always being able to make me laugh no matter how bad things get.

Andrew: Thanks for being such an awesome roommate. I love you, man!

GUC Boys: You guys were the best activism group at SAS. Keep doing the amazing work that you do!

Jordan: It sucks that we won't be going to the same school, but I do wish you all the best at Wes. -Gloria.

Duncan: There was never a day where I saw you without a smile. You're one of the happiest people I know. Never ever change!

Neel: Without your help, SWAG wouldn't have been complete. Keep doing amazing work, man. Also, keep Addison in line.

Sammy: Thanks for being such a cool and funny guy. I wish you all the best your senior year!

Ellie: I love you so much. You're one of the most talented people at SAS and I hope that you never give up on your dream. I'll see you on the big screen!

Hugs: Without you, I don't think I would've ever watched so much Netflix. Thanks for the laughs, the laughs, and our friendship.

Mason: Thanks for being such a great Spanish buddy.

Fleming: Each and every one of you are fantastic young men. I love you all and I wish you a magnificent three years at SAS.

Terrell: I don't think I would've ever asked for a better advisor. You, me, and Jensen had some great times. Thanks for everything.

There's so many more I wish I could thank here, but unfortunately, I don't have enough space.

So to all St. Andreans—both old and new—thank you for the best four years of my life.
Thank you St. Andrew's for a great four years. Thanks to my family and my advisor, Al for supporting me throughout my time here. Thanks to Melina for always being there for me and making my time here so special.
Thank you guys so much for....

....the best year of my life. I hope you are all doing great and I will just wish you the best of luck for your upcoming college experience. But I know you will all do great anyways. I will always love and miss you so much and there could never be a cooler class than you guys.

Love you so much, 
your German friend Fabian Geef
(aka Chief Geef)
Initiation, Kumaré, day care center parking lot, after the Frosty Runs, blink-182, Dan-Dan, Mr. Speers (Vampire in Paradise), The Radio Show, Goodwill, cornfield “running”, Tea Cup, Car, 1 Or 2?, Nirvana, Lidlee, The Cardinal, Warped Tour, mudding with Morgan, Single Emo Hangout, Simone, Skylar, Neesha Jones, Moss fight club, Bob Marley, Pell seniors/freshmen, Grayson, B-Dawg, XD, Luke

“What is that feeling when you’re driving away from people and they recede on the plain till you see their specks dispersing? It’s the too-huge world vaulting us, and it’s goodbye. But we lean forward to the next crazy venture beneath the skies.” - Jack Kerouac

“WON VII, James Franco/Allen, I want to ram u, OD, Dominic Holder, haha prank, RIFF RAFF, MGK, SWAG, McSticky/Diddle Me Silly/Lil’ Mitch/Michelle/Michael Alexander, Nicki Minaj #Flalen, the pond, Suthey, thanks sexy Pranav for showing me how to make a text box, raves, DeLand Reppin’, free days, dinky, Jame’s afro, cross country, swimming, Meme Johnson, Mr. Everhart, the upstairs part of the library, #NerdUp, QuadLyfe, MATTIT, Ms. Hastings, Brookie, Summer Heights High #Melinda. Diversity, Sindy, Mónie, those sophomore boys that always go hard, Emma, Hannah/Garrett, Junior Boy Band, Osce, JP Crowley, Peter&Peter, Adam Lavigne I got a hunned’, Peter Griffin, Lifestyle, Hugh Hefner, Matt Baldiosingh, Cole, still not rachet, Led Zeppelin, Green Day, fob4ever, the ‘rents, Lil’ Budgie, Danica, Xandaline, TR

“I’m a parasite, creep and crawl I step into the night.” - Sublime

“Lately it occurs to me what a long, strange trip it’s been.” - Grateful Dead
THANKS FOR ALL THE MEMORIES!
All the illegal sleepovers, adventures in the woods, making music, the triangle&timpani, the library parties, the redbull man, iago, Bebe/Sonny, Howie Day, AJR, Hoodie Allen, lax preseason, McGowie, JV ball, Kumare, QUAD lyfe, bball bets, telepathy, treehouses&forts, Papa Johns, Friendly's, Vietnamese, nerding up, long weekends, Asian Affinity groups, Pell, dictation, sanford hills, Meg/Liz, and all the moments that made St. Andrew's the greatest 4 years of my life.

Carbery - thanks for being the wildest, most caring roommate.
Melina - thanks for being incredibly trustworthy.

Morgie - you and Costa are tied for my favorite bball player.

To the class of 2015 - thanks for all the laughs and good times.

Ms. Pressman - you have been and will always be my greatest mentor. thank you for pushing me to be better.

MCM - you guys are my lifelong friends.
MONIHER DEB

My four years here were filled with many “first time” experiences. Every room and hallway has an amazing memory of its own. I’ve made many friends, found my true self, accepted my quirkiness and made an impression on the school. I’ve matured, yet remain youthful and innocent at heart. Many of my craziest dreams came true at St. Andrew’s, making it my second home. I never would have imagined myself to come out of my shell, but at SAS anything is possible. I am so grateful towards my parents for taking the painful risk of letting their youngest study away from home, because I would have never seen the world as I do now, if it weren’t for SAS.
Choral Scholars:
Liz, Lily, Prav, Victoria, Kenneth, Charlotte, Taylor, Chris, James, Wendy.
LEGENDS:
Danny D, Austin S, Meghan H, Jamie O, Oriana P.
"For mine eyes have not seen a female tenor."

To all whom I love so dearly but literally don't have room for—YOU MUST HAVE ME SIGN YOUR BOOK. I DO LOVE YOU.

The green light is in reach. You might be rowing in the wrong direction. Strive, seek, and do not yield. You could catch them all if they didn't keep coming out with new ones, you know.

Still sends mail: Miller, Madeline, and for some reason the Environmental Stewards.

Wes Anderson
Fan: Madeline

FIND CRIMMINS:
Adam, Addison, Samir.

@plaidshirtplaidhat

Milked the Woods' cow: Emma, Grace, Asia, Carbery

Good luck making the map everyone. Don't forget to tell the artist about the Straves-Taylor Diversion—I built that bridge!

Built a bridge.
Trail work

Forestry: Peter, Hank, Katie, the Ludlows, Alex, Victor, Aaron, David, Willy, Charlie, Cenon, Miller, Brian, Carrie

SCHEDULE IN HEAVEN

FREE
FREE

Bio1- O'Connell
Bio1- O'Connell

Break
Break

Latin1.2.3-
Kelly
English1-
Demers

ASLat1-
Furlonge
ASEnglish3
Porter

Lunch
Lunch

PaintIng1-
McGiff
H Physics-
O'Shea

Nap time.
AS Chem-
Johnson

People who make scavenger hunts get all my love. (hint: it starts in the library)

Books to read: Sex with Kings, Holy Shi*t, The Science of Beauty, Clockwork Orange, How to Disappear Without a Trace, What If?, Flowers for Algernon, The Hot Zone, and generally stuff upstairs.

FORESTRY
NEVER WARM
THE GREAT OUTDOOR FIGHT

CHRI S OH ITAD

193
Thanks for a beautiful time pals
May life bring you excessive amounts of pizza, mac and cheese, love, and drag queens. Thank you to anyone who managed to tolerate my twitter for 4 whole years. You are true heroes. Thank you to all my wonderful teachers and idols. Thanks RuPaul. I love some of you people more than BREAD!! Okay bye pit have fun special ham lives

Special thanks to the pond, the corn fields, omelettes, and Wawa. I love lotsa you people and hope you'll be able to manage SAS without me.

PEACE N' BLESSINS 2 ALL
Carson Trent Long

AMERICAN GREATNESS

ALL DAY EVERY DAY...

Thank you for everything St. Andrew’s! We’ll be back!

Carson & Willie

William Morgan Maerov
We live life for three things: faith, family, and friends. That’s what life’s about.

George H W Bush

Dear...

Class of 2015, thank you for being my friends and family. I can’t express how much y’all mean to me. You guys are the reason I call St. Andrew’s home and you guys are the reason these have been the best four years of my life. I know, wherever I go in life, I will have you guys, and you guys will have me.

St. Andrew’s, thank you for being my sanctuary. Thank you for being home to my faith, family, and friends, my memories, my experiences, and my growth.

Mr. Geiersbach, thank you for keeping your house open when I needed to crash, thank you for playing Chinese ping-pong with me. Thank you for cheering me on at cross-country races, thank you for giving me advice. Thank you for sharing your contagious passion, enthusiasm, and love. Thank you Mr. Geiersbach, for who I am and what St. Andrew’s is, could not have been without you.

The entire faculty and staff, thank you for making such a large impact on my life. Thank you Mr. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Roach, Mr. DeSalvo, Mr. O’Connell, Ms. Hastings, Mr. and Mrs. Tower, Mr. Meier, Mr. Finch, Dr. J, Mr. Myer, Mr. Crimmins. I can’t tell you guys how much you meant to me over my four years. Thank you Mr. Gold for your help and guidance. Thank you Mrs. Gold, Mr. Childers, and Mr. and Mrs. Everhart for putting up with brisket in your kitchen. Thank you Ms. Hagenbach for providing competition in Housemasters.

Fleming Boys, never have I seen a dorm with more potential than you guys – and my freshman year dorm was pretty good. Y’all are going to kill it the next 3 years.

Fleming Seniors, you guys were the best team I could have ever asked for. Whether it was late night talks, not signing in, the confusing duty sheets, or corralling the boys during fire drills, study hall, or lights-out - I will always cherish the memories I had with you guys.

All my friends have made such a large impact on me, I hope I have made at least part of that impact on you guys. All. Wherever life takes us, let us not disconnect. We share a common bond. We are St. Andrews. See you on the outside of the bubble! [Name], thank you. Because if you’re reading this, then you have been a part of my life and you have influenced me. I didn’t forget you, the real estate market is just pretty tight on these 8x11 pages.

I guess I have to put initials down now. If these are yours, you deserve it. To everyone over the last four years: TH, AN, KS, FO, RA, GR, EA, TR, ID, E!

Sincerely,

Christopher Gsell
THANK YOU SAS! THANK YOU SAS! THANK YOU SAS! THANK YOU SAS! THANK YOU SAS!

Ted, Ben, Oscar, I THANK YOU Sas Alphonso, Connor, Madeline, Mary, sas! THANK YOU Sas! THANK YOU Sas Monie, Miller, Liz, Elizabeth, Jordana, Rock, Matt: I THANK YOU Sas! THANK YOU Hallie, Andy, Willie, Nick, Carrie, James, Caitlin, Carson, Billy, THANK YOU: Gbach, Mr. Finch, the Burks, Dr. J, Mrs. Roach, Mr. Green, Madame, Mrs. Hurt, Chilli, Mr. Hammond, Mrs. Zendt, and Squash, Stewards, MUN, SDLC, A-team, Orchestra.

Lastly, Mom, Dad, Charles.

Xifan Zhong
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Oscar Merino
Thank you to everyone who made my SAS experience special. Teachers, faculty, and students alike have made this journey one to never forget, and have made me excited to see what's next in store. Thank you to: Mr. T. Myers, Mr. McGiff, Mr. Alleyne, Ms. Duprey, Ms. Treava, Ms. Hagenbuch, Mr. Fritz, Girls Varsity Bball, Varsity Volleyball, Jaivon Wesley, Al Wood, Steven Viera, Teevo, DS, CJ, MB, GH, NKV, OG, JJ, MV, ZK, HF, MV, ME, BA, SA, MT, AV, NM, BB, JP, RS, JJ, AM, MS, RB, JS, KB, KC, TT, KF, JF, RJ, JB, MS, DL, NM, KB, CP, PS, OM, LB, GA, AH, AA, DP, KB, WN, CS, CW. The greatest gift of life is friendship, and I have received it.

-Hubert H. Humphrey
Jay MacIntosh Jacobs

HJ and MJD: I couldn’t have done it without you. Your constant guidance and support is immeasurable, and I love you both. You are the best sisters a brother could dream of having.

TB: I can’t thank you enough for everything you have done for me. I loved the ability to live with my brother for two years.

KB TN HB SC CS ELW PS AC LH: Thank you all for being my family away from home.

Mr. Brown: The man who always had the ice cream, and my back. I could not have asked for a better advisor for these 3 years.

AD and LF: Thanks for keeping me on my toes and being some of the best friends I could have asked for.
To BG MM BT AM SW CC BA JS DH GH MB BH ML RP IT JP HS and JJ, you have helped keep a smile on my face for the last 4 years.

Thank you to the faculty, staff, and the rest of the student body who have helped me along this path. The changes that I have seen in myself would not have been possible without all of your help.

And of course, to my parents, who without both of you, I don’t know where I would be. You are the best, most supportive parents I could have asked for, and I owe everything to you. I love you both so much.
Thomas Goelet Berkowitz

A tremendous four years. Looking back, I could not imagine my experience to be so successful and transformative without the company of my friends, teachers, coaches, mentors, and family.

Thank you.

“Victory loves Preparation.”
PARENT
You’ve got one life, Eliza, and we’re proud of what you’re doing with it.

Keep up the good work...

All our love,
Dad, Mom, Lex, and Ben

“You are my sunshine.
My only sunshine.
You make me happy when skies are grey.”
It has been one of life’s greatest joys to witness your evolution. We are so very proud of the resourceful, conscientious, and tenacious young man who are becoming. Seize the day!! Hugs and Kisses
Hugo Hentoff

Congratulations to you and the entire St. Andrew's Class of 2015!

And sincere thanks to the faculty and staff of St. Andrew's for making these years so memorable!

The Hentoff Family

Sally, Tom & Story
Our greatest happiness does not depend on the condition of life in which chance has placed us, but is always the result of a good conscience, good health, occupation, and freedom in all just pursuits.

Thomas Jefferson
Congratulations Ramsey!

May you continue to be blessed with a loving family and loyal friends and may your creative and quirky spirit never fade. We are proud of you and thank you for being the "soul" of the family.

All our love,
Mama, Daddy, Will, Mae, Mimaw, Pops and Nana

---

Thank You St. Andrew’s

For the opportunity to experience all that is St. Andrew’s

For the teachers who instilled the desire to learn

For the advisors who always believed in Liam even when he didn’t believe in himself

For the coaches who challenged Liam to give his all on and off the fields

And for the entire SAS community who welcomed our son and nurtured him into the caring, compassionate, and kind young man he has become.

We are forever grateful for the opportunities Liam has been given at St. Andrews

Congratulations Class of 2015 - The Batson Family
Jay MacIntosh Jacobs

We’re very proud of you, Jay! With much love, Mom and Dad

“Go for it now. The future is promised to no one.” - Wayne Dyer
Carter Marie Douglas

Courageous
Awesome
Resilient
Thoughtful
Entertaining
Relentless

CANNOT BEGIN TO DESCRIBE ALL OF THE THINGS YOU ARE.

CONGRATULATIONS FOR ALL YOU HAVE ACHIEVED AT ST. ANDREWS.
GROW EXCITED FOR ALL THAT IS TO COME. WE ARE SO PROUD OF THE
CONFIDENT YOUNG WOMAN YOU ARE. NEVER BE CONTENT WITH
ANYTHING LESS THAN ALL OF WHAT YOU WANT FROM YOUR LIFE. WE
LOVE YOU ‘PRINCESS’ CARTER!

DAD, MOM, AND JENNIFER
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"Climb mountains while you may, and sing your song" - Camp Illahee
We love you Lily,
Mom, Dad, Laura & Jack
Thank you St. Andrew's!
Danica Danardatu

"If you hear a voice within you say 'you cannot paint', then by all means paint, and that voice will be silenced."
- Vincent Van Gogh

Congratulations!
Mom, Dad and Petrina
Congratulations, Melina on everything you have achieved! Don't forget to pursue your dreams, listen to your heart, believe in yourself, and smile often!

We love you and are so proud of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, John, and Michael
We love you and are so proud of you!!!

Congratulations!!!

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Samantha
Holley McShan

Congratulations on your many accomplishments. We love you and are excited to see you follow your dreams!

Love,
Mamma, Daddy, Sarah Anne, and Ty
We thank God everyday for the gift He gave us in you!

From Day One, you’ve been a handful of energy, compassion, and curiosity. You’ve given us countless hours of laughter and tears and we could not love you more than we do right now! We are so thankful for your years at St. Andrew’s School, and we have enjoyed watching you develop your mind and your body and your heart.

We are so proud of the gentleman you have become, and we anxiously await the next milestone you race toward (we’ll just hang on and enjoy the ride)! You are deeply loved by your whole family. We pray blessings on your days ahead and ask God to hold you, to guide you and to always be with you.

"...being confident of this, that he who began a good work in you will carry it on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus." Philippians 1:6
Charlotte Anne Cece

"A mind is a fire to be kindled, not a vessel to be filled"
- Plutarch

Thank you St. Andrews School for kindling the fire in Charlotte.
Morgan Hallow

Congratulations Morgan!

St Andrew’s gave you an incredible 4 years of new friends, experiences and happy memories that will last a lifetime. We hope you will continue to make the most of every day. Know that we love you and are very proud of you.

xoxo Mom & Dad
"Sweet Caroline, Good times never seemed so good"
Congratulations, Goofball,
We love you.
Mom and Dad
James Wilcox Seiler

Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Leidy & Anne
Christopher Gsell

Congratulations Christopher!
Thank you to faculty, friends and staff for being an integral part of Christopher's St. Andrew's journey!
With love and fondness, The Gsells

Peter Stansbery

Congratulations! We are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Peggy
Spencer Peet

You're the Greatest!

We love you,
Mom, Dad and Mackenzie
Grayson Wolfe Ahl

Congratulations Grayson! We are so proud of you and all that you have accomplished at St. Andrew's. Looking forward to the adventures ahead!

We love you G

Dad, Mom, Will and Nina
Luke Baumann

Congratulations Luke!
We are so proud of you and love you so much! On to your next wonderful adventure...

All our love,
Mum, Dad and Ben

Liz Grabis

Liz.
We
love
you
more!
Mom, Dad, Andy & Rosie
William Nichol

We love you Will.
Bay George

Congratulations, Bay!
We love you and we are so proud of you!
Love, Mom and Dad

Bay,
I’ll always be your most enthusiastic critic and your most loyal friend. I love you lots and I’m so proud of you.
love, Haley
William Maerov

Willie,

We could not be more proud of the young man you have become at St. Andrew's. Congratulations on this important milestone and we look forward to sharing many more celebrations in the future.

Love, Dad and Charlotte
Yifan Zhong

Congratulations Evan !!

We are so proud of all that you have accomplished . Can't wait to see you start your new journey in college.

Thanks to the SAS for such amazing and memorable four years!

Love,
Mom,Dad
Aija Lily Cave

"It's funny how some distance makes everything seem small. And the fears that once controlled me, can't get to me at all.

It's time to see what I can do, to test the limits and break through. No right, no wrong, rules for me. I'm free!

Let it go, let it go!"

Congratulations on all your great accomplishments!
Love You Always,
Mom, Dad and Maya

Connor James Winiarczyk

You know, if you had told me 12 years ago that some day I'd be standing here about to graduate from St. Andrew's School with my red backpack, I would've said you were crazy... Now, let's push this giant ball of oil out the window!

Can't wait to see what's next!
We Love You! Dad, Mom & Eric
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brian T. Andersen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhere over the rainbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skies are blue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And the dreams that you dare to dream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Really do come true.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#3
Cindy Jung

Cindy,

Being with you and watching you grow up has been the greatest blessing to us. We are so grateful and joyous that you are our child. Hats off to your superb work ethic, and congratulations on Harvard admission. We wish you all the good lucks that the world has to offer. We love you so much and will stand by you forever.

Mom & Dad
Congratulations Kristen!

WE LOVE YOU & MOM DAD & ALEX

aut viam inveniam aut faciam.
Mary Buford
Moppet Poppet Puddin & Pie

Where did the time go?
Before you go off to college,
could you please come stay
back here with us for a few
more years?

With much love and
congratulations

Mum, Dad, Jack, Nellie, Bo,
Gemma, Foxy and Chewy
fair winds and following seas, dear anna... we love you, m,d+f
Alphonso Benjamin Ramirez

How could we know what this baby would grow to be?
Compassion is within you, and your talents flourish with your hard work as you have shown us.
Where is your destination?
No doubt--you will find it--because now you are on the driver’s seat!!!
Congratulations!
Good Luck for your future!!!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Julio & Vanna
Dear Reader,

How would you sum up a year of your St. Andrean experience in just a few pages? Especially one with so many unique experiences? As Editors of the Griffin, we have attempted to answer this question for you, and as a result, have produced a collection of memories that we hope captures the spirit of the students, the effort of the faculty and the personality of the school. Though it is impossible for a stack of paper to completely capture something so ethereal, it is our hope that this year’s Griffin helps you remember that personality that is often forgotten over time.

To the Classes of 2016, 2017, and 2018: The amount of nostalgia contained in this book would not exist without the memories you have created. As the next year rolls around, never forget that, and never stop daring yourselves to make more experiences. Oh, and bring your cameras, too.

To the Junior Editors; Olivia, Neely, and Wit: We have never felt more confident in the future of the yearbook. Each of you is unique in your own way, and while you might not know it yet, you guys compliment each other perfectly. There is a reason we chose you three, and as crunch time comes next year, you will see why. Thank you for all your help this year. You have truly been great editors, teammates, and friends.

To Mr. Meier: Thank you for sticking with us through the thick and thin. You were present every Monday night. You responded to every one of our emails, especially the frantic ones. And you were there with us for the all-nighter, and will be there for the Junior Editors next year. Thank you.

As a last word, we want to thank the class of 2015. As you crack open this yearbook, know that all of the great memories you see in this book are a result of the leadership, character, and vitality of this class. We hope that you look at the Griffin with fondness and sentimentality, with pride for yourself, the class of 2015, and St. Andrew’s as a whole. It is not easy making a yearbook, but it is because of you that we do it. We hope that through this book, the class of 2015 can be accurately remembered as #MakingHiStory. Thank you for a great four years.

Cheers,
The Editors
Resilience
Community
Transformational